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Abstract
Image binarisation is one of the first image processing techniques within a sketched line drawing interpretation
system. In order to achieve an automated system, it is necessary to have a single algorithm which may be used for
all image types. This is difficult to obtain if the parameters required by an algorithm are set manually, however,
the adaptive evaluation of parameters form image properties is a step towards this goal. This paper discusses the
methods by which the parameters required for Brensen’s Algorithm may be evaluated adaptively form the image
properties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Pixel
Classification

1. Introduction

In the design process, designers prefer the use of the paper-
based sketch at the initial design stage, as this provides a
higher degree of flexibility due to its portability. In order
to integrate the paper-based sketch with existing Computer
Aided Design (CAD) tools, these sketches must be converted
into a digital format. This may be achieved by means of
flatbed scanners or digital cameras as shown in Figure 14.
However, the resulting digital representation is a low-level
image and cannot be used directly by the CAD tools. This is
especially so when sketches are digitised by means of camer-
aphones which introduce variant light intensities to the digi-
tal image. Thus, an interface between the paper-based sketch
and these software tools is required in order to extract the rel-
evant information from the digitized image and represent the
sketched drawing in a format that may be interpreted by the
CAD tools.

The required interface may be obtained through a line
drawing interpretation system [Seg03] that identifies the
sketched drawing from its background and represents the ob-
ject in terms of vectors, which may be correctly interpreted
by the CAD tools. The accuracy of the interpretation of the
sketched line drawing is limited by the accuracy of binarisa-

tion techniques, which identify the image foreground from
its background. It is therefore necessary to obtain a reliable
and robust binarisation method that gives the possibility of a
correct extraction of the sketched line drawing from its back-
ground.

This section introduced the sketched line drawing inter-
pretation system and the need for a suitable binarisation
technique. This paper is based on the study of Brensen’s bi-
narisation algorithm and the adaptations required to over-
come its limitations. This section is followed by a re-
view of different binarisation algorithms and their rele-
vance to sketched line drawings, including the advantages
of Brensen’s algorithm over these algorithms. Section 3 fur-
ther explains Brensen’s algorithm, leading to the modifica-
tions and adaptive parameter evaluation, which enhance the
performance of the algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 intro-
duces a method by which shadow boundaries may be re-
moved from binarised images when, due to the nature of the
shadow boundary, the original algorithm fails. A discussion
of the results obtained is presented in Section 6, followed by
Section 7 which presents the conclusions drawn from this
work.
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Figure 1: Histogram of grey level distributions for the image
shown in Figure 14a.

2. Background Work

The process of binarisation is used to distinguish between
foreground and background pixels by assigning a class la-
bel to each pixel within the image. Thus, a grey level image
will be expressed in terms of two grey levels. Binarisation
techniques may be divided into a number of categories, and
the selection of a suitable technique should reflect the prop-
erties of the image being binarised, since techniques that are
suitable for one class of images are not necessarily suitable
for other image types. It is therefore necessary to examine
the properties of the sketched line drawing in order to iden-
tify the binarisation techniques that are most suitable for this
application.

2.1. Properties of sketched line drawings

Sketched line drawings are carried out by designers during
the process by which the object geometry is being defined.
Thus freehand sketches are often made up from a number of
strokes of different lengths, thickness and intensity [AP00].
As illustrated in Figure 14, the sketched drawing is likely to
occupy a large area of the paper, however since sketches are
drawn by using long thin line strokes, the number of fore-
ground pixels is much smaller than the background pixels.
Furthermore, the image background is likely to contain a
higher variance due to inhomogeneous paper and different
light intensities. Thus a histogram of the grey-level distribu-
tions will show a large peak corresponding to background
grey-levels and a smaller peak corresponding to the fore-
ground grey-levels as shown in Figure 1. This makes it diffi-
cult to establish a single threshold which will correctly iden-
tify the pixel class. For these reasons, local binarisation tech-
niques are more adapted for sketched line drawings since a
threshold is evaluated for each pixel within the image ac-
cording to the properties of the neighbouring pixels.

Figure 2: (2SW + 1)× (2SW + 1)-size neighbourhood cen-
tered at point P3 in the neighbourhood of the pixel in posi-
tion (x,y).

2.2. Review of some local binarisation techniques

This section describes four binarisation algorithms namely
those proposed by Kamel and Zhao, Eikvil, Niblack and
Palumbo and Guliano. These techniques have been cited in
literature as being suitable for line drawings and text images,
which exhibit the same characteristics as sketched line draw-
ings.

Kamel and Zhao’s [KZ93] logical adaptive technique
compares the grey level of the pixel in consideration with
eight local averages in the (2SW + 1) × (2SW + 1) size
neighbourhoods centred at the four points Pi,P

′

i ,Pi+1,P
′

i+1

as shown in Figure 2, where P
′

i = P(i+4) mod 8 and SW rep-
resents the stroke width of the line drawing. A comparison
operator is derived from these averages and is used to deter-
mine the class of the pixel in consideration.

The algorithm requires two user defined parameters,
namely the stroke width SW and an initial threshold T which
is used to evaluate the required comparison operator. Yang
and Yan [YY00] propose methods by which these param-
eters may be calculated adaptively. However, the adaptive
evaluation of the parameter T requires another parameter α.
Yang and Yan specify a range of values of α for which suit-
able values of T may be obtained. However, this range was
specified for text images having only variable illumination
in the background. A more suitable range of values for α has
been identified [Bar04] such that the value of T may also
reflect inhomogeneous backgrounds.

Thus, the performance of this algorithm depends on the
parameter α but the algorithm is less sensitive to this param-
eter which may be set more easily than the parameter T .

Eikvil’s method [TJ98] makes use of two concentric win-
dows L and S and Otsu’s thresholding technique [GW02]
to determine the class of the pixels in the smaller window S.
The pixels within the larger window L are temporarily classi-
fied into two classes by Otsu’s threshold. The mean of these
two clusters is evaluated and their difference is compared to
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Figure 3: The five 3×3 local pixels within the 9×9 used to
evaluate Palumbo and Guliano’s threshold.

a parameter k which will determine if there is sufficient con-
trast between the two clusters. This will determine the effec-
tiveness of Otsu’s threshold. Thus, if the difference between
the two means is larger than k, then the pixels within the
smaller window are thresholded according to Otsu’s thresh-
old. Otherwise, the pixels are assigned to the class whose
label is closest to the mean grey level within the smaller win-
dow S.

Hence, this algorithm is dependent on three parameters
namely, L, S and k whose values must be specified man-
ually. The algorithm shows least sensitivity to the smaller
window size S, which may be fixed at 3 × 3 since this is
the smallest window size possible. However, suitable values
of parameters L and k must be determined for each image.
Since the pixels within the larger window L are used to eval-
uate Otsu’s threshold, the size of this window cannot be de-
termined in the same manner as that of Kamel and Zhao’s
algorithm described previously. Furthermore, this parame-
ter cannot be fixed to a particular value since it must reflect
the local characteristics of the image and is therefore depen-
dent on the image properties. The algorithm is most sensitive
to the parameter k which will determine whether the pixels
in the smaller window S are classified according to Otsu’s
threshold or if they are assigned to a single class label. Thus
k strongly affects the performance of the algorithm.

Niblack’s algorithm [BM04] evaluates a threshold for
each pixel within the image according to the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the pixels in a predetermined window W
centred at the pixel in consideration. The pixel class is deter-
mined as follows :

w(x,y) →
{

w f , p(x,y) < T (x,y)
wb, p(x,y) ≥ T (x,y)

(1)

where, µ(x,y) is the mean grey level of the pixels within the
window, s(x,y) is the standard deviation of these pixels and
k is a user defined parameter which adjusts the amount of
print object boundary that is taken as part of the foreground.
The performance of the algorithm is therefore dependent on
the window size and the parameter k. Analysis of the im-
age properties shows that the value of k should be small or

negative [Bar04]. However, optimal values for each image
must be established since k has a direct effect on the evalu-
ated threshold. Palumbo and Guliano’s [YY00] differs form
the previous algorithms since it uses a fixed 9× 9 window
to evaluate the class of each pixel within the image. The
pixel value is determined according to the five 3× 3 local
pixels within the 9× 9 window as shown in Figure 3. An
initial threshold is used to determine the pixels which defi-
nitely belong to the background whilst the remaining pixels
are classified using a more complex label assignment rule.
A second threshold T2 is defined and used to threshold the
regions labelled A2 in Figure 3. The average µb

2 of the pixels
within these regions which have a grey level greater than T2
is calculated. If the average grey-level of pixel in A1 is repre-
sented by µ1, pixel label assignment is determined according
to:

w(x,y) →
{

w f , T4µ1 < T3µb
2 +T5

wb, otherwise
(2)

Thus, although the algorithm makes use of a fixed window
size, it requires five separate parameters of which, only T 1
and T 2 have any particular physical meaning. T 1 represents
an initial global threshold of the image whilst T 2 represents
a local threshold value. Whilst the values of the remaining
parameters do not have a direct physical meaning, their value
is of direct significance in the thresholding process since
they are used to determine the class of the image. This makes
the algorithm highly dependent on the parameters T3, T4 and
T5.

Thus, although different methods of image thresholding
exist which may be applied to sketched-line drawings, these
methods all require some user defined parameters. Thus, the
algorithms studied are unsuitable for application to an au-
tomated sketched-line drawing interpretation system. Kamel
and Zhao’s technique shows least sensitivity to the required
parameters, however the requirement for the single parame-
ter α hinders the automation process. Brensen’s algorithm
is similar to Eikvil’s algorithm but uses a single window
whose size is easier to evaluate than that required by Eikvil.
It also makes use of a parameter k to determine the contrast
within this window. Unlike the parameters used by Niblack
and Palumbo and Guliano, the behaviour of this parameter
may be directly observed from the images in consideration.
This makes it possible to observe the nature of the parameter
and hence determine its value.

3. Review of Brensen’s Algorithm

Let I represent an R×C image with, I[xc,yc] ∈ 0,255, I ≤
xc ≤ R,1 ≤ yc ≤ C where 0 denotes a black pixel, consid-
ered as foreground and 255 denotes a white pixel, considered
as background. A threshold T is calculated for each pixel
with coordinates (xc,yc) from the properties of an r× r win-
dow W where xc − r

2 ≤ x ≤ xc + r
2 and yc − r

2 ≤ y ≤ xc + r
2 .

A label ω(xc,yc) is assigned to each pixel according to the
threshold T (xc,yc). A pixel identified as a background pixel
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is assigned a label ωb whilst a foreground pixel is assigned
a label ω f . The algorithm proposed by Brensen [TJ98] de-
fines the threshold T (xc,yc) as the mean of the maximum
and minimum grey levels within the window. If the window
W is centred at pixel (xc,yc), the threshold for I(xc,yc) is
defined as:

T (xc,yc) =
1
2
(Zmax +Zmin) (3)

However, this threshold gives satisfactory results only
when the contrast C(xc,yc), defined as:

C(xc,yc) = Zmax −Zmin (4)

is sufficiently large. Brensen argues that when this contrast is
less than a specified value k, all the pixels within the window
W (x,y) may be set to background or foreground according to
the class that most suitably describes the window. This may
be obtained by comparing the mean grey level within the
window with the threshold T (xc,yc) as shown in Equation
(4).

Thus if C(xc,yc) ≥ k,

w(xc,yc) →
{

w f , I(xc,yc) > T (xc,yc)
wb, I(xc,yc) ≤ T (xc,yc)

(5)

whereas if C(xc,yc) < k

w(xc,yc) →
{

w f , µ(x,y) > T (xc,yc)
wb, µ(x,y) ≤ T (xc,yc)

(6)

Thus, the performance of this algorithm is strongly depen-
dent on the value of k. This parameter must be large enough
such that C(xc,yc) < k is satisfied for all the windows hav-
ing only background pixels. In this way, individual pixel la-
belling as given by Equation (5) is applied only to windows
containing a mixture of foreground and background pixels.

Brensen’s algorithm does not evaluate a value for k and r,
hence these must be determined by trial and error for each
image in order to achieve suitable results. This is required
since the different image properties lead to different optimal
values for k. Although a range of k values may be found
suitable for a particular image, this range depends on the
quality of the background and a common range of suitable
values cannot be obtained as illustrated in Table 1.

Image k values r

Figure 14a 30 ≤ k ≤ 45 8

Figure 14b 30 ≤ k ≤ 45 8

Figure 14c 15 ≤ k ≤ 25 4

Figure 14d 35 ≤ k ≤ 58 16

Figure 14e 20 ≤ k ≤ 40 4

Furthermore, the parameter k is also dependent on the
window size r since this determines the sample of pixels

Figure 4: Illustrates the effect of the window size r on the
classification of pixels. a) r = 4 shows misclassifications of
the foreground pixels b) r = 30 shows misclassifications of
some of the background pixels. In both cases, k = 40.

from which the maximum and minimum grey levels are ob-
tained. It is therefore necessary to evaluate adaptively the
parameters k and r.

4. Modifications and Parameter Evaluation

In order to optimize the algorithm to suit the sketched line
drawing application, analysis of the properties of sample
drawings is necessary. Since sketched line drawings consist
of long thin line structures, it is highly unlikely for a selected
square window to contain only foreground, or line drawing,
pixels. If large dark regions are present in the sketched draw-
ing, these are often due to shadows caused by variable illu-
mination when an image is captured. These large dark areas
are also considered as background regions.

Thus, small contrast values indicate that the pixels within
the selected window are all background pixels. Hence for
this application, the classification of pixels represented by
Equation (6) may be reformulated as:

w(i, j) → wb, C(x,y) < k (7)

4.1. Evaluation of the window size r

The accuracy with which the algorithm classifies pixels de-
pends on the size of the windows being used. If windows
are too small, then the assumption that windows do not con-
sist of foreground pixels only does not remain valid. Thus,
Equation (7) would misclassify foreground pixels as back-
ground as shown in Figure 4(a). On the other hand, select-
ing very large window sizes implies that the local character-
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istics of the neighbourhood of the pixel are lost. Thus, the
window may capture grey level contrasts that are not in the
neighbourhood of the pixel in consideration. This affects the
values of T (xc,yc) and C(xc,yc), which may result in mis-
classification of foreground and background pixels. Figure
4(b) shows how large window sizes may cause misclassifi-
cation of the background pixels which are close to the image
foreground.

The size parameter r of the window W should be deter-
mined from the stroke-width of the image. This is a measure
of the width of the sketched strokes which form the image
and will therefore indicate the size of the window required
such that it is unlikely for a window to contain foreground
pixels only. The selection of higher window sizes is undesir-
able since this reduces the local characteristics of the win-
dowed region.

Evaluation of the stroke width may be carried out by us-
ing the method proposed by Yang and Yan [YY00] in the
evaluation of Kamel and Zhao’s algorithm. This algorithm
makes use of run-length histograms on partial areas in the
image. The image is first divided into N ×N regions where
N = 4,5,6,7,8 in attempt to find some local area with a
quasi-bimodal local histogram or higher local contrast. The
regions are selected in the two diagonal directions if N is
even and in the two diagonal, horizontal and vertical direc-
tions if N is odd, as shown in Figure 5.

The run-length information extracted from these regions
is then used to evaluate the average stroke width of the im-
age. The run-lengths, expressed as R(i), i ∈ J,J = 1,2, ...,L,
where L is the longest run measured and R(i) the frequency
of the run-length i, are calculated in the horizontal and verti-
cal directions. However, the directions over which the run
length is calculated may be increased to four directions
which will then include the vertical, horizontal and diago-
nal runs across the selected regions.

The stroke width of the given image is then defined as the
run-length having the highest frequency excluding the unit-
run and may be expressed as:

SW = i, arg{maxi∈J {R(i), i 6= 1} (8)

This will reflect the average width of strokes in a docu-
ment image. If an image contains some complex background
patterns, then it is possible that the highest peak will be
formed by these factors rather than the line drawing itself.
This gives rise to the need of using only the selected regions
as well as black runs only to determine the stroke width.

However, stroke-width analysis is being carried out on
grey-scale images which have variable illumination and are
generally of poor quality. Thus, as shown in Figure 1, the
number of pixels having a grey-level of 0, which corresponds
to black pixels, is very small. Thus, in order to apply Yang
and Yan’s stroke-width evaluation method to these images,

Figure 5: The selected regions on which local region his-
togram analysis will be performed in attempt to find some
region with quasi-bimodal local histogram or higher con-
trast.

it is necessary to perform a preliminary thresholding on the
image before the stroke width may be calculated

This was achieved by applying a global thresholding tech-
nique to selected regions within the image. In order to
achieve suitable black runs, the region with higher contrast
from each of the regions analysed for each value of N was
selected. Thus, five local regions, one for each N value was
used to evaluate the black runs. This results in five possible
stroke widths whose average may be determined.

Since run lengths are calculated in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions, the stroke width will reflect the length and
width of the strokes in the region in consideration. For ex-
ample, run lengths obtained from a region having a horizon-
tal line would reflect the length of the line in the horizontal
run-length and its width in the vertical runlength. Thus, the
average stroke width would reflect a measure of the length
and width of a line in the selected regions. This ensures that
the window size selected is large enough to contain a suit-
able representation of the line drawing without loosing the
local characteristics of the window.

Figure 6 shows the binarised result of the image shown
in Figure 14(a) for which the stroke width has been deter-
mined adaptively. The stroke width calculated for this im-
age is 8. This is large enough to allow proper classification
of foreground pixels without causing misclassifications of
background pixels in the vicinity of the foreground regions.
The stroke widths obtained for the images shown in Figure
14 are listed in Table 1. These show that the highest stroke
widths are obtained for images having dark shadows such
as Figure 14(c) or textured backgrounds as shown in Figure
14(d).

4.2. Evaluation of the constant k

The performance of the algorithm is also sensitive to the pa-
rameter k. This determines whether the contrast C(xc,yc)
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Figure 6: Binary representation of image shown in Figure
14(a) after the window size has been determined adaptively
using Yang and Yan’s method. In this image, r = 8 and k =
40. The value of k has been determined by trial and error
until a suitable value was obtained.

within the window is large enough to apply the threshold
T (xc,yc) to the pixel in consideration. Since the threshold
T (xc,yc) gives accurate results for regions with high con-
trast, it is necessary to select a value of k such that most of
the background pixels may be classified according to Equa-
tion (6). Selecting small values for k implies that T (xc,yc)
is applied to some background regions, thus, pixels with
grey levels larger than the threshold are wrongly classified
as foreground as shown in Figure 7(a). On the other hand,
large values of k require that the contrasts within a window
be large for pixels to be classified according to the value of
T (xc,yc). This results in misclassifications of the foreground
(line) pixels as shown in Figure 7(b).

The proper selection of the k value depends on two im-
age properties, namely the type of image background and
the quality of the image foreground. If an image background
contains some patterns or textures, such as the grid illus-
trated in Figure 14(a) and the textured paper in Figure 14(d),
the value of the parameter k must be larger than that chosen
for images having a homogenous background. This is nec-
essary such that the value of k is sufficiently large to capture
the contrast between the background pixels.

The quality of the image foreground constrains the largest
value of k possible such that the contrast would not be large
enough to classify windows having a mixture pixel classes
into an all background window. Images in which the differ-
ence between the grey levels of the foreground and back-
ground is low, require smaller values of k than if the dif-
ference were larger. This is required so that the threshold
T (xc,yc) is applied to all windows having mixtures of fore-
ground and background, thus in order to establish a value
for k, it is necessary to examine the variation of the contrast
within suitably sized windows across the image. A measure
of the success with which the inequality is satisfied is of par-
ticular interest since this identifies the number of times an

Figure 7: Illustrates the effect of parameter k on the classi-
fication of pixels. a) k = 10 shows misclassifications of the
background b) k = 50 shows misclassifications of the fore-
ground. In both cases, r = 8.

entire window is labelled as background. Figure 8 shows the
plots of the number of success with different k values for the
images shown in Figure 14(a) and 1(c). These curves illus-
trate how the number of successes is initially small since for
small values of k, the inequality is satisfied only for pixels
whose grey-level intensities are similar. This would there-
fore capture only a small number of background regions due
to the variations within the background.

Figure 8: Graph illustrating the number of times the in-
equality C(x,y) < k is satisfied for a range of k values for
the images shown in Figure 14(a) and (c).
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Figure 9: Plots of success-rate against k values for (a) top
left region (b) central region of the grid image shown in Fig-
ure 14(a). (c) top left region (b) central region of the dark-
shade image shown in Figure 14(c).

As k increases, the number of successes increases until the
value of k is large enough to capture most of the variances
within the background. When this value is reached, the num-
ber of successes will stabilize and the rate of increase in suc-
cesses with respect to k will diminish, resulting in a flatten-
ing of the characteristic. However, further increase in k will
show an increase in the success rate since at some value of k
it would be sufficiently large to capture the contrast present
between the foreground and background pixels as well.

4.3. Local evaluation of the parameter k

Images digitised by means of digital cameras can be sub-
ject to variant light intensities, therefore the contrast levels
across the image will fluctuate accordingly. Thus, although
the value of k has been calculated adaptively, its value will
not necessarily ensure good classification of pixels, espe-
cially when foreground pixels are located in dark shadow
regions. It is therefore necessary to obtain values of k which
reflect the different light intensities present within an image.
This may be achieved by dividing the image into smaller
regions and calculating a different value of k for each of the
regions. In this analysis, the image has been divided into six-
teen equal sized regions. Since the value of k is determined
from the contrast within a window W, smaller regions would
not provide sufficient data points for a robust estimation of
k.

Figure 9 illustrates the success-rate plots obtained from
the top left hand region and central region of the images
shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(c). These illustrate the differ-
ence in the success-rate for different regions within the im-
age. The value of k for which the gradient is at a minimum,
may be located by evaluating the gradient of the success-rate
curve at each point as shown in Figure 10.

In the general case, the gradient of regions having only
background pixels will show a single maximum point fol-
lowed by small gradient values since the rate of increase
in the successes will stabilise for small values of k due to

Figure 10: Plots of the gradient of the curves shown in Fig-
ure 9.

the small contrast present in the region. This distinguishes
background regions from regions having a mixture of pixel
class as the gradient of the success-rates for such images will
show a large peak, followed by a minimum point and a sec-
ond maximum. The first maximum point corresponds to the
initial increase in the success-rate until the k value is large
enough to capture the contrast between the background pix-
els. The second maximum point results from the fact that
the value of k is large enough to capture the differences be-
tween the foreground and background pixels. The minimum
point located between these two maxima indicates a value
of k such that k is larger than the contrast between the back-
ground pixels but smaller than the difference between the
background and foreground grey levels.

Therefore, a suitable value of k may be obtained by con-
sidering the minimum point occurring after the first maxi-
mum point. In regions having only background pixels, this
would correspond to the value of k for which all pixels may
be classified as background by Equation (7). In regions hav-
ing a mixture of foreground and background, this implies
that Equation (5) is applied only to the windows centered on
foreground pixels whilst classifying all other pixels as back-
ground according to Equation (7).

5. Shadow Boundary Removal

The main limitation of this algorithm is its treatment of
shadow boundaries. Since pixels lying on a shadow bound-
ary separate regions of dark grey levels form others with
light grey levels, windows lying on the shadow boundary
will have sufficient contrast such that the value of C(xc,yc)
will be greater than the chosen value of k. This implies that
these pixels will be interpreted as being part of the image
foreground.

However, the properties of the shadow boundary pixels
may be used to differentiate shadow boundary pixels from
line-drawing pixels. Analysis of line drawings shows that the
pixels located across the line drawing will have similar grey-
level intensity. Thus, shadow boundary pixels, which sepa-
rate two regions of relatively high contrast, located perpen-
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Figure 11: Illustrates the results obtained after the images
in Figure 14 are binarised using the adaptive evaluation of
r and k. A single value of k is applied to the entire image.

dicularly across the shadow boundary may be distinguished
from line drawing pixels as shown in Figure 15.

In order to achieve this distinction, an approximate orien-
tation of the line drawing is obtained by using Sobel edge
detection [PM99]. A sample of pixels from the original im-
age located on either side of pixels identified as foreground
are taken into consideration and their mean values µ1 and
µ2 are compared to the mean µ3 of a 3×3 window centered
on the pixel in consideration. If the difference between µ1
and µ2 is greater than any one of the differences between
µ3 and µ1 or µ3 and µ2, then the pixel may be classified as
a shadow boundary pixel since it is located within an area
of high background contrast. In order to achieve suitable re-
sults, the pixel sample is taken at a distance of SW

2 as this
ensures that the sample values do not overlap part of the line
drawing but are outside the window range.

6. Results and discussion

The results obtained must be analysed with respect to two
features, namely the validity of the window size and the va-
lidity of the parameter k which have been evaluated adap-
tively. The window sizes obtained for the images of Figure
14 shows how these window sizes may maintain the local
characteristics of the image whilst being large enough to
ensure that a window will never contain only foreground
pixels. Larger window sizes are obtained for images hav-
ing shadows or textured background. This occurs because
the preliminary threshold used to identify the black runs
within the selected regions, may causes some misclassifi-
cations when identifying the foreground pixels. This cre-
ates run-lengths which are larger than the actual line widths.

However, the evaluation of the parameter k would require
larger windows for these image types in order to identify the
contrast existing within the background regions.

Figure 11 shows the initial results achieved in this analy-
sis. These illustrate the binary representation of the images
when both values of r and k have been evaluated adaptively.
However, a global k rather than a number of local k values
have been used. Comparison of the value of k obtained adap-
tively with the values determined by trial and error for each
of the images shown in in Figure 14, shows how the adap-
tive evaluation of the parameter k identifies the best k val-
ues for the image under test. This comparison is shown in
Table 2. This shows how the evaluated values of the param-
eter k correspond to the range of values of k which yield
suitable results. This is true for all images except for that
of Figure 14(c) whose result is shown in Figure 11(c). This
shows the need for a regional based evaluation of the pa-
rameter k as has been defined in Section 4.3. This is further
emphasised in the result obtained for Figure 11(b) in which
the background pixels are misclassified as foreground due to
the patterns present in the background as well as the vari-
ant light intensities. This image has been drawn with H-type
pencils and hence the grey level intensity of the foreground
is at times equal to that of the background. Hence the se-
lected k value is more likely to identify the contrasts within
the background rather than those present between the fore-
ground and background.

Image estimated k values evaluated k values

Figure 14a 30 ≤ k ≤ 45 36

Figure 14b 30 ≤ k ≤ 45 28

Figure 14c 15 ≤ k ≤ 25 44

Figure 14d 35 ≤ k ≤ 58 56

Figure 14e 20 ≤ k ≤ 40 36

Table 2: The estimated range of values of k and the evalu-
ated value of k for the images shown in Figure 14.

Figure 12 illustrates the results obtained after evaluating
the value of k for local regions within the image. These re-
sults show that the local evaluation of the parameter k allows
for a greater accuracy in the classification of the pixel class.
This may be observed from Figure 12(c) where the image
foreground located in the shadow region has been classified
correctly in contrast to the results shown in Figure 11(c).
Furthermore, Figure 12(b) shows how the local k values al-
low for the classification of the foreground form its back-
ground.

As explained in Section 5, the algorithm fails to classify
shadow boundaries as background when these are present in
the image. These may be removed by applying the technique
proposed in Section 5. The results of the shadow removal
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Figure 12: Illustrates the results obtained after the images
in Figure 14 are binarised using the adaptive evaluation of
r and k. The parameter k was evaluated for local regions
within the image.

method are illustrated in Figure 13. Here the shadow bound-
ary present in Figure 12(c) has been successfully removed.

However, this method is limited to shadows which are not
aligned to the line drawing since this would result in the
deletion of both shadow boundary and line drawing pixels.
Thus, this technique requires further studies and is subject to
future work.

Analysis of the time and space complexity of the algo-
rithm gives an indication of the complexity of the algorithm
and hence its performance with respect to time and mem-
ory usage when used with various images of different sizes.
If the size of the image under test is denoted as R ×C,
and the image is made up of 2n different grey-levels, where
n represents the resolution of the image, the implementa-
tion of the algorithm requires a total of 410 + 5×R×C in
memory space. Furthermore, the computation of the pixel
class would require a total of 83 + 2n+5 multiplications and
(2n(80+3×R×C)+112) additions. These values however,
assume a worst case situation in which the image has the
maximum possible contrast.

7. Conclusions

The adaptive parameter evaluation introduced in this paper
allows the binarisation of a low-level digital image with-
out the requirements of any user-defined parameters. This
allows accurate binarisation of images without causing un-
due restrictions on the user. The modifications carried out
on Brensen’s algorithm makes it superior to many threshold-
ing techniques since it may classify correctly image of poor
quality, having inhomogeneous paper background. Since the

Figure 13: Illustrates the results obtained after the shadow
removal technique was applied to the results obtained after
binarisation shown in Figure 12.

algorithm is free from user defined parameters, it may be
successfully integrated within an automatic sketched line
drawing interpretation system which would allow the inte-
gration of the paper based sketch with the CAD tools, thus
enhancing design processes.
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Figure 14: Sample images digitized by means of digital cam-
eras and scanner. Image (a) illustrates an image drawn on
graph paper, Images (b), (c) and (e) illustrate images drawn
on plain paper, whilst Image (d) shows an image drawn on
a tissue paper. Images (a-d) were captured by means of a
camera-phone whilst image (e) was captured with a scan-
ner.

Figure 15: Pixels located on either side of the image bound-
ary, shown in red, have a large difference in their grey-level
intensities.
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